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Jerusalem, July 2015  

Dear friends,

Israel is renowned for being a technological and creative hub, a vibrant nation which demonstrates 
unusual thought and execution. The Gaming Industry is a perfect area which combines both.

The strong presence of companies from Israel at Casual Connect SF offers an opportunity to 
explore investment opportunities  and collaboration possibilities in some of the up and coming game 
industry companies.

Participating companies offer innovative solutions alongside proven success stories, in areas such 
as game development, marketing and monetization solutions.

Come and meet our companies delegation seeking strategic partnerships, and explore lucrative 
investment opportunities.

Join us for an exciting presentation of the companies listed in this catalog. 
We look forward to your participation.

Respectfully yours,

Jonathan Levy   Nir Miretzky 
Director of Digital Media  Chairman of the Board 
Ministry of Economy   GameIS

Gili Ovadia
Consul,
Head of Economic & Trade Mission
to the West Coast



Israel’s Game Industry

Invest in Israel

The Investment Promotion Center at Israel’s Ministry of Economics is the government’s focal point for international 
investors. Invest in Israel works closely with potential and current investors throughout the investment process and 
serves as a source for all investment related information.

The GameIS Association
GameIS is an Israeli Non-Profit Organization, bringing together the majority of Israeli game companies and developers. 
Our goal is to be a central hub to the local industry and help moving it forward, while improving communications and 
collaborations with the worldwide industry, and supporting game development education and culture in Israel.

Economic Mission to the Western US
The Government of Israel Economic Mission to the West Coast is responsible for enhancing 
bi-national trade relations between Western United States and Israel. With a strong emphasis on 
high tech and the Silicon Valley, the main fields of activity include promoting trade and exports, 
attracting and encouraging foreign investments and creating strategic cooperation with foreign companies. 
By leveraging its networking capacity and industry knowledge in Israel and the Western United States, 
the Economic Mission is able to effectively create and support commercial ties between the two ecosystems.

GameIS is affiliated as the Israeli local chapter of the International Game Developers Association (IGDA), and is 
responsible, among other things, for international co-operations and producing industry events. 
The Annual GameIS Conference and the Game Industry Award Ceremony, The Israeli Global Game Jam sites, 
The Gaming Un-conference and the Game Developers summit at the International DLD TLV conference - both in 
cooperation with Dr Yossi Vardi.

Join us at the GameIS Annual Conference @ DLD Tel Aviv in September.

For more information, please visit our website: www.GameIS.org.il

Contact: nir@gameis.org.il

Why Israel?
The Israeli game industry is comprised of thousands of developers and designers in the fields of game 
content and technology. The state of Israel, already widely recognized as the “Start-Up Nation” 
and as a media content and format hub, has recently left its mark as a rising force in the gaming 
world with a diverse portfolio of local companies receiving worldwide acclaim. 

Game segments like mobile and social games are on the rise, with Israeli studios already recognized for half of the top 
ten Facebook social games in the entire EMEA region. The world’s leading multinational companies have already made
the choice for Israel – now it’s your turn. Come and see what we have to offer.
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“ We are seeking employees from  
all over the world... In Israel we had  

an exceptionally successful experience.  
5 out of 10 leading games on Facebook  

in Europe, Middle East and Africa,  
were made in Israel “

Julien Codorniou
Head of EMEA 

 

Gaming Partnerships, 
 

Facebook

 

 

“

“ One of the smallest countries  
in the Middle East, Israel, is a hub of tech  

and game development in the region.  
Almost all Middle Eastern apps on the 

Facebook platform originate from  
Israeli studios, and almost all categories in the 

Facebook App Center have at least one  
Israeli studio game in their top ratings “

Hassan Baig
Techcrunch

“ The Israeli video game  
industry has been  
steadily growing  

over the last few years“
Mike Rose 
Gamasutra

There are three countries
we focus on these days for
developers outside the US:

China, Russia and Israel

“

“
Sean Ryan

Director of Gaming Partnership
 Facebook
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Game Industry

About our Company

We are a mobile audience management platform. We have developed a unique technology for audience 
clustering on mobile devices. Based on our technology, we offer cutting edge performance products around 
yield optimisation, user acquisition, and audience analytics.

Business Benefits 

Enable app developers to make more money from their advertising inventory
Enable app developers to get better ROI on user acquisition by focusing on top performer
lookalikes

Unique Differentiators

Our audience segmentation technology, based on deep learning and big data algorithms,
allowing us to predict user’s demographics and interests in great depth and accuracy

Main Mission

Our missing is to enable user-centric marketing on the mobile app ecosystem. Through our
audience segmentation technology we enable publishers, advertisers and end-users to enjoy
pin-point targeted ads and in-app experiences

Collaboration Sought

App Publishers, App Advertisers, Mobile Ad Networks

Adience

Contact: Dudu Noy   |   dudu@adience.com   |   +972-547-544664

https://www.adience.com

Objectives for Casual Connect & North America Mission

Our main focus is meeting app publishers and offering them our yield optimisation product.

Company References & Strategic Partners: 
Glispa, Cross-rider and others

Main partners: 
Investors: We were acquired by Teddy Sagi and are part of the Teddy Sagi group
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Game Industry

About our Company

Optimove is the leading retention automation platform, used by over 150 customer-centric brands to drive 
their entire customer marketing operation. Optimove combines the art of marketing with the science of data 
to enable marketers to deliver highly-effective personalized customer marketing campaigns through: 
email, mobile, the Web, Facebook and other channels. Optimove’s unique customer modeling, predictive micro-segmentation 
and campaign automation technologies help marketers maximize customer spend, engagement, retention and lifetime value. 
Optimove is used by brands of all sizes in a variety of industries. The company has offices in Tel Aviv, New York and London. 
More information is available at www.optimove.com

Business Benefits 

Main Mission

Optimove’s mission is to help online brands grow their businesses through their existing customers, by maximizing 
customer engagement and lifetime value via the automation of ever-more-personalized and effective retention marketing.

Collaboration Sought

Optimove is seeking partners to help accelerate the company’s penetration into the North American e-retail market.

Optimove’s goals for exhibiting at Casual Connect are to acquire new social gaming clients, to network with other companies 
and increase market visibility.

Unique Differentiators

 ● Advanced customer modeling

Dynamic micro-segmentation based on predictive analytics

Multi-channel campaign automation

Campaign success measurement using test/control groups

Calendar-based marketing management

Real-time player hyper-targeting

Real-time campaign event triggers

A personalization recommendation engine

Website and mobile app user activity tracking

Sophisticated customer analytics reports and dashboards

Optimove’s competitive advantages include:

 
●

 

●

 

●

 

●
●
●
●
●
●

 ● Increased revenues 

Increased conversions

Increased customer engagement and loyalty

Reduced customer churn 

Increased customer lifetime value

The business benefits enjoyed by Optimove’s users include:

 
●

 

●
●
●

Optimove

Contact:  Pini Yakuel, Founder & CEO   |   pini_y@optimove.com
+972-50-2007331

https://optimove.com

Objectives for Casual Connect & North America Mission

http://www.optimove.com/
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Game Industry

About our Company

Planet of the Apps is a Boutique Games Studio, located in the hills of Jerusalem. At Planet of the Apps, we bring to life original 
creative concepts and support them throughout their entire lifecycle, from ideation to post launch support. 

Business Benefits 

Main Vision

We aspire to become one of the top mobile game publishers worldwide.

Unique Differentiators

Portfolio as a Product (PAAP): Instead of measuring eCPI vs. LTV for a single title, we measure them across our whole Portfolio. 
We invest to bring users to our Hit games and we then "extend" their lifespan by leading and converting them to our different games. 

We extend users’ lifespan by directing them to customized funnels along the Portfolio, to games that they are most likely to enjoy, 
return to play and recommend others. By so, monetization options for the portfolio are maximized.

Planet of the Apps

Contact: Ben Engel-Kacen   |   ben@poa-media.com   |   +972-545-871532   |   +1-347-227-2037

https://www.poa-media.com

Objectives for Casual Connect & North America Mission

 ● We are looking to raise 0.9M USD

 ● We are seeking industry leaders that would consider investing in the company or joining our advisory / professional board.

 ● Increased industry visibility.

 ● We are looking for interesting monetization deals, specially fixed eCPM deals for Interstates, banner and video ads. 

Use of proceeds:●

Based on our current growth, we expect to be cash flow positive by the end of the year●

• Expand the team and increase production rates.

• Increase marketing efforts to enlarge our community user base.

• Acquire content for local markets.
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Game Industry

About our Company

Tacticsoft is an independent game development studio founded in 2006 by Michael Rosen, a local entrepreneur and passionate gamer.
Michael has more than a decade of experience in designing, building and running MMO games. Self funded and built Tacticsoft without 
any third party investors, profitable from day one.

The company’s first product, Battle Dawn, a mid-core web-based MMO game, generated over $3M and is still profitable today, 
having shown remarkable retention rates and ARPUs.
The second product, Super Mechs, a cross platform game, was launched on IOS in 2014 and has shown constant increase in user 
base and ARPUs, having crossed $1.5ARPU (as of May 2015) on iOS.

Main Mission

Tacticsoft’s mission is to create a new generation of mobile gaming applications that have social interaction at its core game mechanics 
rather than a peripheral feature. We feel the gaming community is ready for a deeper, more socially engaging experience that will create 
true real life bonds between players and make our games a part of their daily routine. More than improving on the existing top titles, 
we aim to create an entirely new genre, with its own unique features.

Collaboration Sought

We are looking for collaborations with:

Game Industry Leaders, who could serve as Advisors and potential Board members

Publishers with insight into the Asian markets

Angels and VCs that are passionate about the gaming industry and share our vision

●

●

●

Unique Differentiators 

Focus on smartphones first - Phones are always on the users, and are now strong enough to run more advanced games, 
as well as being a bigger market than Tablets.

Notifications as a core mechanic - Driving engagement with targeted, meaningful notifications that users want to engage with.

Pacing as an alternate life, rather than immediate rewards - Players develop a commitment to the game, doing more sessions 
per day and thus increasing longevity of LTV.

Unique core mechanics – focus on teamwork and social interaction in order to win the game.

Knowledge and know-how – Tacticsoft has a track record of running long-term MMO games, with an average payer lifetime 
of over 2 years per payer.

Objectives for Casual Connect & North America Mission

Tacticsoft is looking primarily for like-minded industry leaders, who could ideally act as Advisors and Board members. 
Our main goal is to test our vision and strategy and gain insight into the best ways to turn Tacticsoft into a global player. 
We are also looking to run our initial pitch by a select number of investors with the view of getting their input and guidance & position 
ourselves for a future round of institutional fund raising.

●

●

●

●

●

Tacticsoft Ltd.

Contact: Michael Rosen   |   michael@tacticsoft.net   |   +972-54-790-5760

https://www.tacticsoft.net

http://tacticsoft.net/
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Game Industry

About our Company

Idollz was founded in April 2014 by Israel Stern. 
Stern is an Israeli businessman and entrepreneur with 25 years of experience in the game industry.

Over the years, songs contests have been popular and successful. 
We have created a huge music game that combines creative musical features with a full life simulation experience.  
In a 3D interactive environment, the player can have a full musical experience, participate in an interactive contest with 
real life players and sense what it feels like to become a star.

Collaboration Sought

International Joint ventures with:

Main Mission

The game is in the final development stage and on the verge of being ready to launch. 
Our company's main mission is to become a hit among our target audiences (kids and teens, 7-17) all over the world, 
especially on the mobile platform but also on the web.

Unique Differentiators

As an online game company we truly believe that we've created the world's online biggest music game.
We invested more than 45,000 hours of work in game design and development. All of this hard work has manifested 
into a rich content and many features in a beautiful 3D environment. 

Investors

Israeli Angels and Private Investors - Israel Stern, Miki Peled, Amir Tamari,  Alon Hayka, Ilan Birnfeld, Avi Bnayahu, Maharan Frozenfar, 
Avi Rosner

Objectives for Casual Connect & North America Mission

Our company's main goals:

     Worldwide music labels such as UMI, SME and WMG.

     Big musical stars that can be the face of the game.

     Worldwide game companies.  

●
●
●

Distribution in the international market.

To raise $1-2 million for completing the QA stage and launch.

●
●

I.T.S Idollz, international productions LTD 

Contact: Israel Stern   |   ell.stern@yahoo.com   |   +972-50-2355733

Presentation - https://www.vimeo.com/131782793
Video - https://www.vimeo.com/129735617
Theme Song - https://www.vimeo.com/131460457  
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Game Industry

About our Company

KIDOZ helps millions of kids & parents worldwide discover the best kids’ content available, in the safest way.  
Our platform serves as the number one kid and family solution for 40 top tier OEMs, carriers and brands who use KIDOZ to 
power their kid-dedicated products, or want to add a smart KID-MODE to all other devices. (Comcast’s Sprout TV, Acer, T-Mobile, 
US Cellular, Lenco, Polaroid and others).

Our Products
KIDOZ Smart Recommendation Platform: includes Safe Environment & SDK for app developers that recommends apps, 
online games and videos to kids, based on contextual and behavioral factors.
KIDOZ Store: The first app store designed for kids, with virtual coin balance and kids’ allowance to facilitate and simplify 
the buying process and cap parents’ expenses. 

Collaboration Sought

We wish to get introduced to top kids’ brands to:

Main Mission

Connect the right content (apps, videos, etc.) to the right kids based on their age, language and actual preferences

Offer kids’ content developers a variety of tools to enable them to distribute and monetize on their content in a kid-friendly way.

Unique Differentiators

Huge traction from OEMs & Carriers that distribute our platform as their built-in kid's solution on millions of devices

Machine learning algorithm that learns the preferences of each kid and recommends new content every day

Extremely high  daily user engagement 

Business Benefits 

Super easy, fair & varied business models connecting brands, OEMs, carriers and developers with a booming market of kids under 10.

Main goals and objectives at Casual Connect :

Feature & recommend their content on our platform 

Help them distribute & monetize their apps.

●
●

●
●

●

Meet top kids’ brands (Disney, Nick, Cartoon Network, Lego, Fisher Price, Toysrus, DreamWorks, etc.)

Meet all kids’ app developers who are looking to distribute & monetize their content.

●
●

●

●

KIDOZ Ltd.

Contact: Guy Efrati   |   guy@kidoz.net   |   +972-54-8139278 

http://www.kidoz.net 
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Game Industry

About our Company

IronSource is a global technology powerhouse offering a comprehensive, data-driven app discovery platform
to best connect people with relevant apps. ironSource’s in-house gaming studio, Upopa Games, develops
high quality mobile games so that ironSource can understand developers more intimately and become more
familiar with all their pain points.

Upopa Games started off as an independent game studio with the dream of creating something that would
shake up mobile gameplay. With 5 popular games and 4M installs to date, Upopa won over the hearts of
players worldwide.

Collaboration Sought

Upopa is looking for distribution partners to help scale up their latest game, Ruby Run: Eye God’s Revenge.

Main Mission

The ironSource mission is to empower developers to connect with the right users at the right times,
regardless of platform or device. The Upopa Games mission is to bring a new approach to the gaming
industry and to provide players worldwide a suite of games with attitude.

Unique Differentiators

Upopa creates games that have unusual story lines, loveable characters, and a dark sense of humor. Starting
with Upopa’s flagship series. Hopeless, Upopa games always keep players guessing and wanting more.

Business Benefits

We have a full in-house approach, everything from development to distribution is done by Upopa for Upopa.

Objectives for Casual Connect & North America Mission

We are here to meet new distribution partners and learn more about game design, monetization, cross
promotion, retention and game flow. We hope to meet with bloggers, journalists, industry leaders, fellow
developers and more.

Upopa Games by ironSource

Contact: Niv Touboul   |   niv@upopa.com   |   +972-54-4300992

http://www.upopa.com
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Game Industry

About our Company

The Elite Chess League [ECL] is building a 100% all-digital eSports major league to play chess online and offline.

Collaboration Sought

Proprietary game variants and iterations in 2-3 minute blitz format make it impossible to cheat online.
Users can play for fun, for virtual coins or engage in Real Money Gaming (not gambling as chess is a game of skill).

Business Benefits

ECL is much more than just an ‘app’, it’s a league, with sponsors, and streaming, online tournaments, and in-person 
championships, giving it a much higher monetization potential.

Company References & Strategic Partners:

Network with potential game promoting entities I.e. App Store and Google Play executivesteams.

Raise an additional USD$350,000 for Seed Round in equity or convertible note to continue developing 
the game and market it with a Q1/2016 launch date.

Company references:

Company references: 

Amichai Neve-Marmor, Benny Faibish, Jeremie Kletzkine, core GameIs team.

Main partners:  

Meir Shachar ECL’s CEO, formerly Biz Dev Director at Win Systems International; Eric Benchimol CEO at Win Systems; 
Dario Zutel Chairman at Win Systems; Win Systems provides technology and systems to the gaming and lottery industry.

Investors:

Self-funded, Friends & Family; In talks with angel investors.

Main Mission

The Elite Chess League (ECL) and its NEXTGEN CHESS app are looking to become the new face of chess by reinventing the 
game for the digitalized world.

ELITE CHESS LEAGUE : ECL

Contact: Meir Shachar, Founder & CEO   |   m.shachar@elitechessleague.com
+1(646)881-3576   |   +972-53-429-4568

http://EliteChessLeague.com

Unique Differentiators 

Meet with game publishers and distributors and potential strategic partners such as Apple, Google, Yahoo, Facebook.

To connect and have exposure with the media.

●

●

●

●
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Game Industry

About our Company

Gingee is a one stop shop for developers. Gingee provides developers the technology to build, convert, and analyze apps cross-platform 
in one system. Gingee engine enables writing one source code and deploy to all devices, with zero customization. 
Apps and games can be easily converted to all OS, mobile, HTML5, and Smart TVs. 

Collaboration Sought

Gingee is looking to collaborate with major companies in the mobile industry.

Main Mission

Gingee's technology allows developers to focus on fast deployment, high return on investment, eliminating time and cost of developing 
per platform, or customizing per device. Gingee's mission is to allow any app developer teams, from small to large, develop apps cross 
platform and cross device.  

Gingee

Contact: Roei Livneh, CEO   |   roei.livneh@gingeegames.com   |   +972-54-8005183

http://www.gingee.com

Unique Differentiators 

SAME LOOK with Liquid UI technology-A sophisticated algorithm generates self-adjusting UI, matching any device and platform, 
even devices not yet to market. The algorithm analyses the relationship between object positions and sizes on canvas, and adjusts 
them to the device/OS. 

Gingee's convert service is the only service in the market that is able to automatically convert any single platform app to 
cross-platform native apps. 

●

●

Business Benefits 

For publishers Gingee ensures investment is not on a single platform app, but rather on all platforms. Gingee reduces the risk on 
investment ensuring app distribution and monetization can automatically come from all platforms. 

For developers/studios of any size, Gingee provides effectively simple technology for cross-platform and cross-device 
development.

●

●

Objectives for Casual Connect & North America Mission

Gingee aims to expand its business development reach through the conference in meeting with potential publishers, developers & studios.
Gingee hopes to develop collaborations with major companies in the mobile industry. 
Gingee is searching for investors: Gingee is in the process of fundraising. The valuation of the company is $10M. 
Gingee is looking to raise $1.5-2M. 
The main purpose Gingee is raising funds is to expand its marketing efforts and relocate part of the team to San Francisco. 

Company References & Strategic Partners: 

Company references: 
Customers including: Whitesmoke, PlayIM, LocaLoco. 

Main partners: 
N/A

●
●
●

●
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Game Industry

About our Company

yellowHEAD is adigital marketing agency that brings together mobile, web, and social marketing to provide companies with a distinct 
digital presence. Founded in 2011, the firm started with two partners and grew rapidly to a team of 30 digital marketing experts.

Our clients are some of the biggest gaming companies in the world and since the company's foundation, we have worked tirelessly 
to develop unique processes that allow us to compete and succeed in those industries.

Collaboration Sought

Partnerships with marketing organizations, startups and game studios that need a marketing execution arm for performance marketing, 
specifically App Store Optimization, SEO & SEM.

Main Mission

To be market leaders in shifting the world of digital marketing to the user-centric model and to build businesses with holistic marketing 
strategies around that concept.

Unique Differentiators

We combine decades of experience in the most competitive environments in global marketing with in-house technology, 
enabling personalized targeting to maximize ROI.

Objectives for Casual Connect & North America Mission

We are looking for new clients and partnerships – particularly in the realm of App Store Optimization.

Company References & Strategic Partners: Facebook, Google

Company references: Playtika, Zynga, Myheritage, eToro

yellowHEAD

Contact: Arik Center   |   arik@yellowheadinc.com   |   +972-52-881-8150

http://www.yellowheadinc.com
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